To not allow options in an IRA account is absurd. Saying it is risky is just the opposite of what is really true. Options help considerably to reduce OVERALL risk. Whomever is behind this proposed change is not properly educated in their knowledge on how options are used. Today's market requires investors to TRY and protect themselves more than ever and options can do this as well as provide a way to increase returns in a very low return atmosphere. It is almost as if the government is trying to take away a very solid way to generate safety and income inside IRA accounts. Writing covered calls and cash secured puts in IRA accounts gives investors a way to help their accounts grow in a very difficult investing environment. Please do not take this away from investors.

The only way this makes sense is if the government is deliberately trying to reduce returns so they can then try to gain control over IRA accounts and FORCE people into the government's misguided approach to guaranteed low interest accounts. This proposal needs to be stopped.